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Classical realism demands that system properties exist independently of whether they are mea-
sured, while noncontextuality demands that the results of measurements do not depend on what
other measurements are performed in conjunction with them. The Bell-Kochen-Specker theorem
states that noncontextual realism cannot reproduce the measurement statistics of a single three-
level quantum system (qutrit). Noncontextual realistic models may thus be tested using a single
qutrit without relying on the notion of quantum entanglement in contrast to Bell inequality tests.
It is challenging to refute such models experimentally, since imperfections may introduce loop-
holes that enable a realist interpretation. Here we use a superconducting qutrit with deterministic,
binary-outcome readouts to violate a noncontextuality inequality while addressing the detection,
individual-existence and compatibility loopholes. This evidence of state-dependent contextuality
also demonstrates the fitness of superconducting quantum circuits for fault-tolerant quantum com-
putation in surface-code architectures, currently the most promising route to scalable quantum
computing.
Realistic models of nature aim to describe the pre-
dictions of quantum mechanics using underlying hidden
variables (HVs), which determine the properties of the
system ahead of time. The best known examples are lo-
cal HV theories, which seek to explain the predictions of
quantum entanglement under the combined assumptions
of realism and locality [1]. The divide between quan-
tum and classical physics, however, runs deeper than the
feature of entanglement. The Bell-Kochen-Specker theo-
rem [2, 3] considers nonconextual HV models which are
defined without reference to locality. The Bell-Kochen-
Specker theorem shows that, already for qutrit systems,
it is not possible to define such a model that is consistent
with quantum theory.
While the original theorem is difficult to test, the
discovery of noncontextuality inequalities [4–7] makes
tests of noncontextual models accessible experimentally
even in the presence of imperfections. Noncontextuality
tests have been carried out in a range of different physi-
cal systems and dimensionalities, including neutrons [8],
trapped ions [9, 10], single photons [11–13] and spins
of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond [14, 15],
but all of these experimental tests introduced additional
loopholes. As in tests of local realism, insufficient de-
tector efficiencies lead to the detection loophole. Here,
ignoring undetected events introduces a selection bias
which can be exploited to find a consistent HV expla-
nation. The individual-existence and compatibility loop-
holes are important for noncontextuality tests, which re-
quire the comparison of multiple outcomes in a measure-
ment context [3, 4, 16]. If measurements are performed
jointly [17], it is not always possible to establish a mean-
ingful operational definition of an individual measure-
ment. It is therefore critical to obtain individual mea-
surement outcomes for each measurement, for example
by making measurements sequentially [18]. The compati-
bility loophole arises when imperfections cause sequential
measurements to be imperfectly commuting [9, 19, 20].
The compatibility loophole has been addressed in both
photonic [12] and trapped-ion [9] experiments, but the
detection and individual-existence loopholes have only
been addressed using high-efficiency read-out in trapped
ions [9, 10]. The three loopholes have only been ad-
dressed simultaneously in a two-qubit scenario [9], where
it remains possible to construct explanations involving
quantum entanglement.
In this experiment, we realize the Klyachko-Can-
Biniciog˘lu-Shumovsky (KCBS) state-dependent noncon-
textuality test [4] with a tunable superconducting qutrit.
By engineering deterministic, binary-outcome readouts,
we violate a noncontextuality inequality while address-
ing the detection, individual-existence and compatibility
loopholes in a singe experiment without entanglement.
This evidence of state-dependent contextuality in super-
conducting quantum circuits demonstrates their suitabil-
ity for fault-tolerant quantum computation using magic
state distillation [21].
I. RESULTS
The Klyachko-Can-Biniciog˘lu-Shumovsky test.
The Klyachko-Can-Biniciog˘lu-Shumovsky (KCBS) state-
dependent noncontextuality test [4] uses five different ob-
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FIG. 1. KCBS pentagram: The qutrit eigenstates are |i〉 with
i = 0, 1, 2. One can construct five qutrit states |li〉 corre-
sponding to five dichotomic observables Ai = 2|li〉〈li| − 1.
States connected by edges of the pentagram are orthogonal,
assuming compatibility of the associated observables. Each
pair of compatible measurements forms a context, and each
observable is included in two different contexts. The states of
the pentagram are chosen to provide maximum contradiction
with noncontextual HV models.
servables Ai (i = 1, 2, ..., 5) with binary outcomes ±1.
The test involves measuring the five pairs of observ-
ables, called measurement contexts, {A1, A2}, {A2, A3},
{A3, A4}, {A4, A5} and {A5, A1}, chosen such that each
observable is measured in two different contexts. Non-
contextual HV models predict that the total observable
correlations for outcome pairs are bounded by [4]
〈A1A2〉+〈A2A3〉+〈A3A4〉+〈A4A5〉+〈A5A1〉 ≥ −3. (1)
This inequality can be violated in quantum mechanics.
Here, we consider a qutrit system, with five dichotomic
observables Ai = 2|li〉〈li|−1 corresponding to states rep-
resented by vertices of the pentagram shown in Fig. 1.
Each observable can be described by a pair of projectors
{|li〉〈li|, I − |li〉〈li|} associated with outcomes {+1,−1}.
The states connected by edges of the pentagram are or-
thogonal, ensuring that the corresponding observables,
Ai and Ai+1, (and measurement operators) commute,
making them compatible observables. Quantum me-
chanics predicts that the left side of (1) evaluates to
5 − 4√5 ' −3.944 for a qutrit in the ground state, |0〉.
This is the maximum quantum violation of inequality
(1) [6].
Superconducting qutrit. We encode a qutrit into
a transmon-type multilevel quantum circuit [22] incorpo-
rated into a 3D microwave copper cavity (Fig. 2a,b). The
three lowest energy eigenstates of the weakly anharmonic
transmon form the qutrit’s logical states, with allowed
transition frequencies of νmax01 = 6.939 GHz between the
ground and first excited states and νmax12 = 6.623 GHz be-
tween the first and second excited states, corresponding
to an anharmonicity of α ≡ ν12 − ν01 = −314 MHz. The
qutrit is dispersively coupled with strength g = 17.9 MHz
to the cavity’s fundamental mode (with bare frequency
νc = 7.3014 GHz and linewidth 2.4 MHz). We detect the
state of our transmon qutrit in the usual way via the
state-dependent frequency shift of the cavity, by mea-
suring the amplitude and phase of a probe signal trans-
mitted through the cavity. This signal is then ampli-
fied by a Josephson parametric amplifier [23], a cryo-
genic high electron mobility transistor amplifier and a
chain of room-temperature amplifiers. The high-fidelity
single-shot detection enabled by the parametric amplifier
ensured that each experimental trial produced a definite
outcome, thus closing the detection loophole.
Binary-outcome readout. In this experiment, we
close the individual-existence loophole by performing effi-
cient sequential measurements with classical, binary out-
comes. Critical to this is our ability to implement par-
tially projective dichotomic measurements on the qutrit
system. For our transmon system, the state-dependent
cavity frequency shift is [22]
sj = −χj + χj−1, χj≥0 ≈ (j + 1)g
2
νj,j+1 − νc , χ−1 = 0.
(2)
Ordinarily, this gives distinguishable measurement re-
sponses for all states of the qutrit [24], resulting in a
fully projective measurement. By choosing the qutrit
detuning ν01 − νc ' α (see Fig. 2b), we match two of
the dispersive shifts, s1 and s2 (Fig. 2c), making the
corresponding measurement responses indistinguishable.
Probing the cavity therefore quickly erases coherences
between the ground state and the excited states, but
leaves the coherence between the first and second excited
states intact, realizing a dichotomic measurement along
|0〉, associated with the observable M|0〉 = 2 |0〉 〈0| − 1
with projectors {|0〉〈0|, I − |0〉〈0|}. For detailed informa-
tion on the effect of the readout pulse on the state of
a qutrit state for different detunings, including a theo-
retical model, experimental verification and calibration
procedures see Ref. [25]). Probing the cavity for 350 ns,
we reach a single-shot contrast of ≈ 96% between |0〉 and
|1〉 , |2〉 limited primarily by thermal excitation and decay
of the qutrit state during the readouts. To generate mea-
surements in arbitrary directions |li〉 from M|0〉, we ap-
ply unitary rotations before and after measurement (see
Fig. 3a). Each measurement procedure starts by sending
microwave pulses to the qutrit to rotate the desired mea-
surement basis (defined by one of the KCBS states |li〉;
see Fig. 3b,c) onto the ground-state readout basis. After
a readout pulse and delay of 475 ns for cavity ring-down,
further microwave pulses return the qutrit to its initial
reference frame, necessary to allow subsequent measure-
ments to be implemented independently.
Testing compatibility. Preserving coherence in the
subspace orthogonal to the measurement direction is
also crucial for ensuring the compatibility of context-
independent sequential measurements. Since noncontex-
tuality tests aim to falsify noncontextuality using the as-
sumptions of noncontextual realism, which contain no
3FIG. 2. System and measurement setup: a. Simplified diagram of the measurement setup (see Methods for details). b. The
energy level diagram of a qutrit coupled to a microwave cavity when the dispersive shifts of the cavity frequency are identical
for the first and second excited states of the qutrit. The scheme realizes the binary outcome projective measurement of the
qutrit on its ground state M|0〉. c. Transmission through the readout cavity with the qutrit in different basis states. The qutrit
was first prepared in different basis states followed a square microwave pulse with a frequency close to the resonant frequency
of the cavity for several microseconds. The plot indicates the normalized amplitude of measured transmitted signal integrated
over 2µs. The dispersive shifts for |1〉 and |2〉 are close to identical, not allowing the measurement to distinguish between the
two states.
notion of compatibility, it is important to ask why test
protocols only consider compatible measurements. It
is well established that individual outcome probabilities
for incompatible observables will depend on the order
in which they are measured, but this overt contextual-
ity does not reveal any further insight into the nature
of reality. However, restricting attention to compatible
measurements allows a study of whether context depen-
dence still remains when this overt contextuality is ab-
sent. In practice, experimental imperfections make the
actual measurement procedures only approximately com-
patible. This loophole can be addressed by an extended
KCBS inequality [19]
〈A1A2〉+ 〈A3A2〉+ 〈A3A4〉+ 〈A5A4〉+ 〈A5A1〉 ≥
− 3− (ε12 + ε32 + ε34 + ε54 + ε51) . (3)
Here, the order of the observables in the two-outcome cor-
relations 〈AiAj〉 corresponds to the timing order for two
corresponding sequential measurements, and εij are the
operational bounds for the incompatibility of these mea-
surement procedures. A bound on incompatibility [19]:
εij = |〈Aj |AjAi〉 − 〈Aj |AiAj〉|, (4)
with Aj measured before/after Ai can be established sep-
arately (see Supplementary Information).
Protocol and measurements of correlations. In
the final protocol, we measure the five combinations
〈A1A2〉, 〈A2A3〉, 〈A3A4〉, 〈A4A5〉, 〈A5A1〉 and their
reverse-order variants, followed by calibration blocks to
detect phase drifts of the cavity signal. As the qutrit
is operated in a dilution refrigerator at 20 mK, its ther-
mal state is close to the ground state. To avoid residual
thermal population, we begin each experimental trial by
applying an initialisation readout tone to the cavity to
project and post-select the desired ground state, rejecting
approximately 10% of all data points. A further delay of
565 ns allows the cavity to ring down before the measure-
ment sequence begins. The whole sequence is repeated
221 times, triggered every 100µs. For each observable Ai,
the same procedure (set of pulses) was used to implement
the measurement independent of measurement context,
with the cavity transmission signal detected, integrated
and discriminated to assign a dichotomic outcome ±1.
The outcomes were recorded to the hard drive and were
later used to calculate expectation values 〈Ai〉 and cor-
4FIG. 3. Measurement potocol: a. Unitary transformations
of the qutrit ground state to the KCBS states. Each Ui can
be decomposed into one or two rotations Ri,i+1nˆ (φ), where φ
is a rotation of angle about the axis nˆ in the qutrit subspace
spanned by {|i〉, |i + 1〉}. The rightmost pulse in a product
is applied first in time. The trajectory of the state under
transformation U4 is shown as an example. b. The measure-
ment protocol includes two sequential projecting measure-
ments M|0〉 onto the ground state with unitary transforma-
tions before and after each measurement. The unitaries rotate
the measurement axis into one of the states of the KCBS pen-
tagram. c. The actual experimental sequence for each pair
of measurements. Measurement of the M|0〉 observable is im-
plemented with a cavity probe signal and the qutrit rotations
Ri,i+1nˆ (φ) are constructed with microwave pulses applied at
the qutrit transition frequencies.
relations 〈AiAj〉. The results used to test inequality (3)
(and its reverse-order counterpart) are presented in Ta-
ble I). For all pairs, the first measurement yields expec-
tation values very close to the ideal value of 0.105(6),
with the second measurement consistently displaced due
to decoherence of the qutrit during the sequence. We
find a sum of correlations of -3.489(1) and the threshold
including incompatibility bounds of -3.352(2).
P -value calculation. Using the standard analysis of
such inequalities, we violate the KCBS noncontextuality
inequality Eq. (3) by more than 53 standard deviations.
Inspired by the extended inequality derived in Ref. [19],
the compatibility loophole was treated by formalizing the
problem as a hypothesis test without any assumptions on
compatibility and bounding incompatibility of the mea-
surements in a separate hypothesis test [26]. The null hy-
pothesis that the experiment is described by a noncontex-
tual HV model with compatibility  . 0.0413 (see Meth-
ods) is rejected with a P -value less than 2.96 × 10−575.
A separate test of the compatibility condition rejects the
hypothesis that the observables are more incompatible
with a P -value less than 4.1 × 10−4. Our analysis re-
quires only the assumption that the devices perform the
same in every single trial and the no-memory assumption
without any additional assumptions on compatibility of
the measurements or on the measurement contrast.
II. DISCUSSIONS
Our results strongly contradict the predictions of non-
contextual hidden variable models, closing two common
loopholes: the detection loophole, via high-fidelity, deter-
ministic single-shot readout and the individual-existence
loophole [18], using separate, sequential measurements.
The compatibility loophole was treated by violating an
extended inequality [19] and, independently, by formulat-
ing the problem in the form of a hypothesis test without
any assumptions on compatibility and bounding the in-
compatibility of the measurements in a separate hypoth-
esis test.
As a key ingredient in addressing these loopholes, we
implemented sequential dichotomic qutrit measurements
which project out one target state without disturbing
the information stored in the remaining two-dimensional
subspace. This allows a classical result from the first
measurement to be obtained before implementing the
setting to be used for the second measurement. Our re-
sults demonstrate that quantum mechanics departs from
predictions of noncontextual realism, without reliance on
nonlocality or entanglement correlations, and provide ev-
idence of the contextuality resource in superconducting
circuits. While we used the simpler state-dependent in-
equality for demonstration of contextual nature of the
superconducting circuits, the state-independent test will
be the straightforward extension of our experiment.
One key point which differentiates our noncontextual-
ity analysis for an indivisible system from a similar anal-
ysis for Bell inequalities with locality constraints, is that
it is difficult to avoid the need for additional i.i.d. and no
memory assumptions for measurements on a single sys-
tem. Since quantum contextuality can be simulated by
a classical system with memory [27], these loopholes will
most likely remain for any Kochen-Specker tests with-
out nonlocality. In another case, for the finite-precision
loophole [28, 29], debate continues about whether this
loophole can be closed in principle [30–32]. It remains an
important open challenge to identify a clear, general pre-
scription for how to implement a noncontextuality test
with minimal assumptions.
5(i,j) 〈AiAj〉 〈Ai〉 〈Aj〉 εij
(1,2) -0.6947(5) 0.0744(7) 0.1475(7) 0.073(1)
(2,1) -0.7009(5) 0.0741(7) 0.1530(7) 0.079(1)
(2,3) -0.7080(5) 0.0748(7) 0.1470(7) 0.072(1)
(3,2) -0.7001(5) 0.0808(7) 0.1488(7) 0.068(1)
(3,4) -0.6907(5) 0.0820(7) 0.1551(7) 0.073(1)
(4,3) -0.6996(6) 0.0784(7) 0.1511(7) 0.073(1)
(4,5) -0.6992(5) 0.0781(7) 0.1500(7) 0.072(1)
(5,4) -0.7051(5) 0.0768(7) 0.1477(7) 0.071(1)
(5,1) -0.6986(5) 0.0779(7) 0.1452(7) 0.067(1)
(1,5) -0.7052(5) 0.0753(7) 0.1469(7) 0.072(1)∑
-3.489(1) 0.352(2)
-3.513(1) 0.367(2)
TABLE I. Violation of the KCBS inequality. Correlations 〈AiAj〉 contribute to the left side of Eq. (3). We also provide 〈AiAj〉
for the equation with the reversed order of measurements. Single expectation values 〈Ai〉 and 〈Aj〉 are used to evaluate bounds
εij on compatibility contributing to the right side of Eq. (3). Inequality
∑ 〈AiAj〉 ≥ −3−∑ εij is experimentally violated for
forward and reversed orders by more than 53 and 56 standard deviations, respectively.
III. METHODS
A. Sample and cavity.
The qutrit was fabricated on an intrinsic Si substrate
in a single step of electron beam lithography followed
by shadow evaporation of two Al layers with an oxida-
tion step between the depositions. The design of the
circuit is identical to the one in Ref. [33] and consists
of two sub-millimetre size capacitor plates connected via
a line interrupted by a d.c. superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID), playing the role of a mag-
netically tunable Josephson junction. Magnetic flux sup-
plied by a superconducting coil attached to the copper
cavity is used to control the transition frequencies of the
qutrit. The qutrit has maximum transition frequencies
of νmax01 = 6.950 GHz between the ground and first ex-
cited states, νmax12 = 6.635 GHz between the first and sec-
ond excited states, corresponding to a anharmonicity of
α = 314 MHz and charging energy of EC/h = 288 MHz
as shown in Fig. 2b. At the working point of the qutrit,
selected by the magnetic field bias, we measured decay
and coherence times of T1,1 = 17.4µs, T1,2 = 6.2µs,
T1,2→1 = 18.1µs, T1,2→0 = 9.5µs, T ∗2,01 = 6.6µs and
T ∗2,12 = 4.6µs.
The qutrit was incorporated into a 3D microwave cop-
per cavity attached to the cold stage of a dilution cryo-
stat (see Fig. 2a). The cavity was coupled asymmetri-
cally to the input and output microwave ports with cor-
responding external quality factors of Qin ' 80 000 and
Qout = 4 200 for transmission measurements with the in-
ternal quality factor of the cavity was measured in the
separate runs as Q ∼ 10 000 at mK temperatures.
To measure transmission, a signal from a microwave
generator (RF) was applied to the input port of the cav-
ity. Microwaves transmitted through the cavity were am-
plified by a Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA), high-
electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier at 4 K and
a chain of room-temperature (RT) amplifiers. The sam-
ple at 20 mK was isolated from the higher-temperature
fridge stages by three circulators (C) in series. The am-
plified transmission signal was down-converted to an in-
termediate frequency of 25 MHz in an IQ mixer driven by
a dedicated LO, and digitized by an analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC) for data analysis.
B. Readout
To implement single-shot readout, we used a Joseph-
son parametric dimer amplifier (JPDA) [23] as a pream-
plifier of the signal. The JPDA consists of two coupled
non-linear resonators and can be operated in the non-
degenerate mode if a pump tone frequency is set be-
tween resonance frequencies of the resonators. In our
experiment the pump tone was set at 7.058 GHz provid-
ing amplification of 25 dB gain and 12.5 MHz bandwidth
centered at the readout frequency νc. Two circulators in-
stalled between the readout cavity and JPDA, combined
with the readout cavity itself, eliminated any effect of the
pump tone on the qutrit.
C. Hypothesis test
Experimental tests of HV models can be formulated
as a hypothesis test, where the null hypothesis (to be
rejected) is that the measurement statistics can be mod-
elled using HVs [26]. To this end, the experiment is recast
as a set of trials of a game which can be won with a maxi-
mum probability of βwin if the experiment were governed
by a specific non-contextual HV model. Specifically, we
tests an i.i.d. model (the devices behave the same in each
trial) in which the compatibility of measurements obeys
6a guaranteed limit as in (4) (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). This limit is then tested separately. To this end, it
is convenient to phrase the compatibility condition of (4)
in terms of probabilities instead of expectation values as
|Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = j) − Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = i,#2 = j)| ≤
(i,j), where we use #1 and #2 to indicate the order in
which we make the measurements Aj labeled i and j,
and aj denotes the outcome of measurement j. An -
incompatible model assumes that∥∥∥∥∥∥15
∑
(i,j)
(i,j)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤  . (5)
For the KCBS inequality, a trial is won if the two out-
comes of a context are not equal. The total number of
wins is recorded over the whole experimental run of n
trials. The P -value is then the probability that the game
could have been won at least that many times given a
non-contextual hidden variable model with incompati-
bility . In this experiment, we recorded 3912769 wins
out of 4603450 trials, which implies that the P -value ≤
2.96 × 10−575. A second, parallel hypothesis test is for-
mulated to test the incompatibility bound of (5).
D. Data availability
The measurement data that support the find-
ings of this study are available in UQ eS-
pace with the identifier(s) [data DOI(s) e.g.
http://dx.doi.org/10.14264/uql.2016.207]
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Supplementary Note 1. The KCBS noncontextuality test as a hy-
pothesis test
In this appendix the P -value analysis is discussed. First, P -values in general and hypothesis tests are briefly
discussed. Second, the experiment performed is phrased informally as a game, which will turn out to be
convenient for the calculation of a P -value. Third, the notation and definitions are written down formally.
Fourth, the properties of an -bounded i.i.d. noncontextual hidden variable (NCHV) model are explicitly
formulated. Fifth, the probability for any -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model to win the game is calculated,
which is needed for the P -value calculation. Sixth, a method to confidently upper bound the amount of
incompatibility  is detailed. Finally, the analysis is directly applied to the experiment performed to obtain
a P -value.
Tests of any HV model can be phrased as a hypothesis test, in which one aims to reject the null hypothesis
that an underlying HV model explains the data. The P -value is the maximum probability that if the null
hypothesis were to hold, the data would have been at least as extreme as observed. A low P -value suggests
then that the null hypothesis should be rejected. For the experiment performed, the null hypothesis is that
the experiment was governed by an -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model (formally defined below), and the P -value
is the maximum probability that any -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model could have produced data at least as
extreme as observed.
a KCBS inequality as a win/lose game
To find an upper bound on the P -value, the KCBS inequality is phrased as a win/lose game [1]. The P -
value can then be expressed as the maximum probability that any -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model would have
produced at least as many wins as observed.
P -value = max
-bounded
i.i.d. NCHV
Pr [# of wins at least as large as observed | -bounded i.i.d. NCHV] . (1)
If phrased correctly, any -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model will have a certain maximum winning probability
which is strictly smaller than the maximum winning probability of a contextual model, where in particular
βwin is the maximum winning probability over all -bounded i.i.d. NCHV models [1].
P -value ≤
n∑
i=c
(
n
i
)
(βwin)
i
(1− βwin)n−i . (2)
The KCBS inequality can be violated by minimizing the correlators of the products of outcomes. This
corresponds to a game where a random context is selected, after which the game is won when the two
observed outcomes are different.
b Notation and definitions
The experiment consists of n trials, where in a specific trial 1 ≤ l ≤ n first two ordered measurements
are selected. The two measurements have corresponding random variables #1l (measured first) and #2l
(measured second) with outcomes i and j, where the possible ordered combinations of (i, j) are restricted to
be in the set D = {(1, 2), (3, 2), (3, 4), (5, 4), (5, 1)}. The restriction of the possible ordered contexts to the
set D is due to the fact that the extended KCBS inequality is phrased entirely with these ordered contexts.
Secondly, the outcomes of the two measurements are recorded as ali, a
l
j with corresponding random variables
Ali and A
l
j . The score for a trial is c
l = δ(ali + a
l
j) ∈ {0, 1}, i.e. for the win/lose game described a trial
is won when cl = 1, or equivalently, ali 6= alj . The total amount of wins c then equals c =
∑n
l=1 c
l. The
random variable H l includes all previous instances of hidden variables h and the history of all previous in-
and outputs
(
il, jl, ali, a
l
j
)l−1
k=1
.
2
c Formulating the null hypothesis
The null hypothesis that we are testing here is that the experiment is governed by an -bounded i.i.d. non-
contextual hidden variable model, which we will define below. A hidden-variable model by itself means that,
if Pr(Ali = a
l
i, A
l
j = a
l
j | #1 = i,#2 = j) is the probability of observing outcomes ali and alj during the l-th
trial of the experiment in which we first measure i and then j, then this probability can be expressed as
Pr(Ali = a
l
i, A
l
j = a
l
j | #1 = i,#2 = j) =
∫
dµ(h) Pr(Ali = a
l
i, A
l
j = a
l
j | #1 = i,#2 = j, h) , (3)
where dµ denotes some probability measure over hidden variables h.
Typically, one would make the following assumptions.
1(a). Uniform randomness. Conditioned on a given value h of the hidden variable, the probability of
selecting an ordered context (i, j) ∈ D in each trial l is uniform
∀ (i, j) ∈ D,∀ l, Pr(#1l = il, #1l = jl, h) = 1
5
. (4)
In the actual performed experiment the measurements were measured in a predetermined fashion. The uni-
form randomness criteria must then be augmented by
1(b). Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). For any context (i, j) the outcomes of the
experiment during each trial are independent of the history of the experiment
∀(i, j, l), Ali |= H l, Alj |= H l , (5)
and have equal probability distributions for all l. This is equivalent to saying that the distribution over
hidden variables determining the outcomes is the same in every trial.
2. Sequentiality of the measurements. Each of the measurements are separated and ordered in time,
so that causality prevents signalling from any of the future attempts to current or previous attempts. In
particular, this also implies that if h is the hidden variable of the present trial
Pr(Ai = ai, Aj = aj |#1 = i,#2 = j, h) = Pr(Ai = ai|#1 = i, h) Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = i,#2 = j, h) , (6)
since the outcome of the first measurement cannot depend on whether or not a measurement will be per-
formed in the future.
3. Bounded incompatibility/noncontextuality . The incompatibility is -bounded [2], in the sense that
for any instance h of the hidden variable and any context (i, j), there exists (i,j),h such that
1
−(i,j),h ≤ Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = j, h)− Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = i,#2 = j, h) ≤ (i,j),h , (7)
with (i,j),h ∈ {0, 1}, and hence
−(i,j) ≤ Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = j)− Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = i,#2 = j) ≤ (i,j) , (8)
for (i,j) :=
∫
dµ(h)(i,j),h being the average taken over the hidden variables such that the average incompatibility
is -bounded,
− ≤ 1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
(i,j),h =
1
5
∑
(i,j)∈D
(i,j) ≤  . (9)
What we will test here is the null hypothesis of a hidden variable model satisfying (1a), (1b), (2) and
(3), which we will call an -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model. We note that the analysis of [1] allows arbitrary
memory for the hidden-variable model, that is, the i.i.d. assumption is not needed. However, in the present
experiment this assumption is necessary.
1Note the lack of a factor of a half which is standard in the literature.
3
d Upper bounding βwin
In this section the maximum winning probability βwin is upper bounded for an -bounded i.i.d. NCHV model
as specified above.
βwin =
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(#1 = i,#2 = j, h) Pr(win|#1 = i,#2 = j, h) (10)
=
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(win|#1 = i,#2 = j) (11)
=
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
∑
a∈{−1,1}
Pr(Ai = a,Aj = −a|#1 = i,#2 = j, h) (12)
=
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
∑
a∈{−1,1}
Pr(Ai = a|#1 = i, h) Pr(Aj = −a|#1 = i,#2 = j, h) (13)
=
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) Pr(Aj = −1|#1 = i,#2 = j, h)
+ Pr(Ai = −1|#1 = i, h) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = i,#2 = j, h) (14)
=
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) (1− Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = i,#2 = j, h))
+ (1− Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = i,#2 = j, h) (15)
=
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)
+ (1− 2 Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = i,#2 = j, h) (16)
≤ 1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)
+ (1− 2 Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h) + (i,j),h (17)
≤ + 1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)
+ (1− 2 Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h) (18)
where in equation (10) the winning probability is written as an integral over hidden variables h, and a
conditional sum over selecting measurements i and j. Equation (11) follows from Pr(#1 = i,#2 = j|h) =
1
5 , ∀(i, j) ∈ D,∀h. In the case of the present experiment, we rely on condition (1b). That is, there is no
random choice a priori, but instead such random selection is simulated after the fact.
In equation (12) the winning condition is formulated in the summands for a fixed a ∈ {−1, 1}. Equation
(13) is based on the fact that the outcome of Ai cannot depend on #2 since it hasn’t been measured yet. In
equation (14) the terms depending on a ∈ {−1, 1} are written out explicitly. Equations (15) and (16) follow
from Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i) = (1− Pr(Ai = −1|#1 = i)) and rewriting. The inequalities in equations (17) and
(18) follow from the inequalities
−(i,j),h ≤ Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = j, h)− Pr(Aj = aj |#1 = i,#2 = j, h) ≤ (i,j),h , (19)
1
5
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
(i,j),h ≤  . (20)
Note that the values (i,j),h cannot be known, but fortunately , the parameter of relevance, can be bounded
4
from above as will be shown in the next section. The integral term equals∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) + (1− 2 Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h) (21)
=
∫
dµ(h)
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) + Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h)
− 2 Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h) (22)
= 2
∫
dµ(h)
 5∑
i=1
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h)−
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h)
 (23)
≤ 4 , (24)
where equation (22) follows from rewriting and equation (23) follows from the fact that
∑
(i,j)∈D
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) + Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j, h) = 2
5∑
i=1
Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) . (25)
The integral term achieves its maximum when all the probability mass dµ(h) is concentrated on the de-
terministic distributions (i.e. ∀i, Pr(Ai = 1|#1 = i, h) ∈ {0, 1}) that maximize equation (23). One can
easily see that the best strategy is to alternate the outcomes as in Figure 1. For these distributions, the
sum achieves its maximum value of 2, from which the upper bound in equation (24) follows. Combining
equations (24) and (18) yields
βwin ≤ 4
5
+  . (26)
e Upper bounding the incompatibility 
If the assumption is made that the experiment behaves in an i.i.d fashion, then the average incompatibility 
is a parameter that can be estimated by performing a game separate from the main experiment. Informally,
the game is played over n trials, where a total score gnavg is assigned for the whole game. By construction,
the absolute value of the expectation value of the score (i.e.
∣∣E[Gnavg]∣∣) will be an estimate for .
However, since there are only a finite amount of trials the observed score will deviate from its expectation
value, which is the quantity of interest. As will be shown, the maximum deviation t between the observed
score gnavg and its expectation value E[G
n
avg] can be bounded with high probability. This allows for the 
parameter to be upper bounded with high probability by the absolute value of the observed score (i.e.
∣∣gnavg∣∣),
plus some error margin t.
More formally, a game is played consisting of n trials, where in each trial l an ordered context (i, j) ∈ D is
uniformly selected. Then either (i, j) or (j, i) is measured, depending on the outcome of a uniform random
variable X l taking values xl = 1 or xl = −1, respectively. The outcome alj corresponding to the random
variable Alj is recorded. The concrete score g
l, corresponding to the random variable Gl, is equal to 2 when
xl = 1, alj = 1, equal to −2 when xl = −1, alj = 1 and 0 for all other instances. The average score at the
end of n trials equals
gnavg =
1
n
n∑
l=1
gl (27)
with the associated random variable Gnavg. The expectation value of G
n
avg taken over all possible contexts
5
(i, j) ∈ D and values of X l satisfies
E
[
Gnavg
]
=
1
5
∑
(i,j)∈D
(Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = j)− Pr(Aj = 1|#1 = i,#2 = j)) . (28)
From equations (9) and (28)  can be estimated by
∣∣E[Gnavg]∣∣, i.e. the absolute value of the expectation
value of the score over n trials. Since there is only a finite amount of samples E[Gnavg] cannot be estimated
perfectly, so that for any experiment the observed score gnavg will deviate from the expectation value E[G
n
avg].
That is, gnavg − t ≤ E[Gnavg] ≤ gnavg + t, or equivalently,
∣∣gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≤ t for some t > 0. The probability
that the observed average value corresponding to a sequence of i.i.d. random variables (the average score gnavg
in the present case) deviates at most t from the expectation value of the average of those random variables
(E[Gnavg] in the present case) can be upper bounded with Bentkus’ inequality [3]. Before stating Bentkus’
inequality, we define
Pn,k (Bγ) :=
n∑
i=k
(
n
i
)
γi (1− γ)n−i (29)
and
P˚n,y (Bγ) =
(
Pn,byc (Bγ)
)1−(y−byc) (
Pn,dye (Bγ)
)y−byc
. (30)
Theorem 1 (Bentkus’ inequality). Let M1,M2, . . . ,Mn be a martingale sequence with differences X l =
M l −M l−1 and M0 = 0. If for l = 1 . . . n the differences satisfy the following boundedness condition,
Pr(−αl ≤ X l ≤ 1− αl) = 1 , (31)
then
Pr(Mn ≥ t) ≤ eP˚n,t+nγ (Bγ) (32)
with γ =
∑n
i=1 αi/n.
As we show in the corollary below, Bentkus’ inequality can be phrased in a way to get a bound on
Pr
(∣∣gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≥ t).
Corollary 1. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be a sequence of i.i.d. variables satisfying −a ≤ Xi ≤ a, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Define X = 1n
∑n
i=1X
i, then
Pr
(∣∣X − E[X]∣∣ ≥ t) ≤ 2eP˚n,n( t+2a4a ) (B1/2) . (33)
Proof. Define the sequence M1,M2, . . . ,Mn with M l = 14a
∑l
i=1
(
Xi − E [X]). This is a martingale se-
quence with E[M l+1|M1,M2, . . . ,M l] = 0 since the sequence X1, X2, . . . , Xn is i.i.d., and has bounded
differences − 12 ≤ M l −M l−1 = 14a
(
X l − E[X]) ≤ 12 since −a ≤ X l ≤ a. Bentkus’ inequality can then be
applied to the sequence M1,M2, . . . ,Mn with γ =
∑n
i=1 α/n = 1/2,
Pr
(
Mn ≥ nt
4a
)
≤ eP˚n,nt4a+n2
(
B1/2
)
= eP˚n,n( t+2a4a )
(
B1/2
)
. (34)
6
Rewriting yields
Pr
(
Mn ≥ nt
4a
)
= Pr
(
1
4a
n∑
i=1
(
Xi − E[X]
) ≥ nt
4a
)
(35)
= Pr
(
n∑
i=1
(
Xi − E[X]
) ≥ nt) (36)
= Pr
(
n
(
X − E[X]) ≥ nt) (37)
= Pr
(
X − E[X] ≥ t) , (38)
so that
Pr
(
X − E[X] ≥ t) ≤ eP˚n,n( t+2a4a ) (B1/2) . (39)
The same procedure can be followed for the martingale sequence −M1,−M2, . . . ,−Mn, so that
Pr
(∣∣X − E[X]∣∣ ≥ t) ≤ 2eP˚n,n( t+2a4a ) (B1/2) . (40)
In other words, with equation (33) it is possible to obtain a confidence interval, relating the maximum
deviation one would expect to see between the average of i.i.d. variables and their expectation value for
a certain probability. In particular, it can be used to bound the probability that
∣∣gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≥ t.
Specifically, we apply equation (33) to the sequence of i.i.d random variables G1, G2, . . . , Gn, where the
mean over the random variables is 1n
∑n
l=1G
l = Gnavg, and −2 ≤ Gl ≤ 2 so that a = 2. Equation (33) then
yields
Pr
(∣∣Gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≥ t) ≤ 2eP˚n,n( t+48 ) (B1/2) . (41)
In particular, equation (41) can be applied to the observed score gnavg, which allows for a parameter estimation
of  with some confidence interval t,
Pr
(∣∣gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≥ t) ≤ 2eP˚n,n( t+48 ) (B1/2) (42)
That is, with probability less than 2eP˚n,n( t+48 )
(
B1/2
)
, the observed data gnavg will satisfy
∣∣gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≥ t.
Using equations (9) and (28),  can then be upper bounded by
∣∣gnavg∣∣ + t with probability greater than
1− 2eP˚n,n( t+48 )(B1/2). We note that we are free to choose t and n independent of recorded data to aim for a
bound on the probability that is good enough to confidently upper bound  by
∣∣gnavg∣∣+ t. Setting t = 0.005
with n = 9207101 measurements (which constitutes the first half of the data collected), we find
Pr
(∣∣gnavg − E[Gnavg]∣∣ ≥ t) ≤ 2eP˚n,n( t+48 ) (B1/2) (43)
≤ 4.1 · 10−4 . (44)
7
f Statistical analysis
The analysis above can then directly be applied to the performed contextuality experiment. The total
analysis consists of the estimation of  and the testing of the null hypothesis as formulated above. These
two tests are performed on two disjoint parts of the data. Recall that we take it as a given that the NCHV
model is i.i.d., that is, the devices perform the same in every single trial. This allows us to make separated
estimates.
Before proceeding, we clarify that the contexts were not chosen randomly during the course of the
experiment, but note that making random measurements is not necessary when testing an i.i.d. model. Fur-
thermore, the P -value analysis of [1] we use here assumes that the number of trials n is selected independently
of the data. Here, we had to make an explicit assumption that we were able to pick n uninfluenced by an
HV model, since the data had already been taken. We again note that the model to be tested is i.i.d., and
also that it has no memory. We emphasize that no such assumptions were made in the analysis of the recent
loophole-free Bell test [4], where in particular the model was allowed to have full memory.
As shown in the previous section, with probability less than 4.1 · 10−4 the condition  ≤ ∣∣gnavg∣∣ + 0.005
will hold. Calculating gnavg from recorded data we find
∣∣gnavg∣∣ ≤ 0.036286, so that βwin ≤ 45 + ∣∣gnavg∣∣ + t =
4
5 + 0.036286 + 0.005 = 0.841286.
Second, we can now compute the P -value of testing an -bounded i.i.d. NCHV. We remark that for large
n as in the present experiment, the distribution is approximately normal, meaning that an estimate of the P -
value based on standard deviations is approximately accurate. However, the analysis of [1] gives a tight bound
on the P -value. This can be calculated using the results of [1] by setting βwin =
4
5 +
∣∣gnavg∣∣ + t = 0.841286,
counting the amount of wins c and trials n and applying equation (2). We have c = 3912769, and n = 4603450,
yielding
P -value ≤
n∑
i=c
(
n
i
)
(βwin)
i
(1− βwin)n−i (45)
≤ 2.96 · 10−575 . (46)
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